
Sensatec Overview

About RF Technologies (RFT)
As a leading provider safety and security solutions for the healthcare, hospitality, and education markets, RFT is your 
single-source for all of your healthcare safety and security needs. The RF Technologies brand family includes: 

nn CODE ALERT® Nurse Call and Wander Management Solutions
nn SAFE PLACE® Patient Security Systems
nn HELP ALERT® Mobile Panic Alarms
nn SENSATEC® Fall Management Solutions
nn EXACTRACK® Equipment Location Systems

Our comprehensive and customizable solutions are designed to help ensure the safety of residents, patients, staff, 
students, and guests. With a 30+ year company history and more than 10,000 installations nationwide, you can rest 
assured your investment will be supported for years to come. RFT manages your complete experience including sales, 
install, go-live and life cycle support.

Quality and Reliability

nn Each alarm unit hand-tested prior to leaving 
our facility in Brookfield, WI.

nn Manufacturer-direct purchasing with the 
assurance of 24/7 tech support.

nn Reinforced sensor pad connector reduces 
sensor pad replacement costs.

nn Alarm protocols are CMS, restraint-free 
compatible.

Safety and Reduced Liability

 Chair Pads: Cushioned sensor pad design   
 without fused weld edges in patient seating area  
 for optimum comfort and reduced pressure on   
 sensitive skin.

 Bed Pads: Pad design enables placement  
 under-shoulder to provide early  
 bed-exit notification.

Improved Staff Efficiency

nn Oversized pads with larger seating area 
prevent nuisance alarms.

nn Alarm unit design allows for single-hand 
operation, with notification to peripheral and 
smart devices.

nn Polyethylene sensor pad cover grips seating 
surface directly, eliminating need for time-
consuming attachment of adhesive strips, 
elastic banding, etc.

nn Concealed switch/key design simplifies 
sanitization

Seamless Integration and Compatibility

nn Alarm units are compatible with both bed and 
chair pads (nurse call system integration and 
AC power operation options also available) for 
seamless and hassle-free ease of use.

nn Inputs positioned on the bottom of the alarm 
unit prevent liquids from damaging internal 
components.

Supplier Partnerships and Upgrades

nn We partner with some of the top and most 
comprehensive distributors, catalogs, and 
DMEs.

nn Our partnerships allow stream-lined supply 
chain logistics, minimized cost, and reliable 
service and delivery.

nn We incorporate leading-edge technology to 
proactively identify future products, systems, 
and solutions in a “plug-n-play” format for a 
clear, upgradable path.

Service & Support

nn Overall, 75% first call resolution on all tech 
support calls

nn 30 field-based service representatives 
nationwide

nn 24/7 technical support
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